Point 1

Advise that word,「臣」, should be marked as cognate.

Point 2

Advise that both of word,「尢」, and word,「尤」, are non-cognate.

The meaning and pronunciation are very different.

Bellows are the details of these two words:

『尢』 ～ Radical:尢 
Number of stroke(except the stroke of radical):0 
Total number of stroke: 3 
Pronunciation:ㄨㄤ (wang) 
Meaning: same as “gimpy”.

『尤』 ～ Radical:尢 
Number of stroke(except the stroke of radical):0 
Total number of stroke: 3 
Pronunciation:ㄨㄤ (wang) 
Meaning: same as “gimpy”.
『尤』～Radical：尢
Number of stroke(except the stroke of radical):1
Total number of stroke: 4
Pronunciation：ㄧㄡˊ (you)
Meaning: despite, to blame; even more, extraordinarily

Point 3

Advise that both words are non-cognate.
Because the component，灬，of the word，『漁民(fisherman)』『漁港(fishing port)』，can not be change to the other word’s component （漁民）or（漁港）。

Point 4

When use as a word in the sentence, it could be agree that is non-cognate.
But when use as a component of a word, we advise that both words are cognate,even there are some differences by common usage of written.

Point 5

Advise that both of word，市，and word，巿（vertical, one stroke), are non-cognate. The meaning and pronunciation are very different.
Bellows are the details of the two words
『市』 ～ Radical：巾
   Number of strokes (except the stroke of radical): 2
   Total number of stroke: 5
   Pronunciation：ㄕˋ (shih)
   Meaning: market.

『巿 (vertical, one stroke)』 ～ Radical：巾
   Number of strokes (except the stroke of radical): 1
   Total number of stroke: 4
   Pronunciation：ㄈㄨˊ (fu)
   Meaning: It is kind of belt in the old century and use as accessories on the formal clothes.

Point 6

| 127 | 彭 | 端 | variants of 彭 (04EA7) | Flag 72 |

Advise that both words are non-cognate. Because both are came from different words and the meaning and pronunciation are so different.

『产』 is the simplified Chinese character from word，産.
『産』 is a component of word，彦.

Point 7

| 293 | 壽 | 寿 | 1.4.3 |

Advise that word，祷，should change to寿，Word，寿，is the simplified Chinese character from寿，not 禱.
Point 8

| 310 | 免兑兑 | cf U+4FDB 𠰨 (𠰨兑) vs compatibility U+2F806 (𠰨兑), etc. |

『兑』 should not be a pair of other two components.

Point 9

| 137 | 王玉 | S.1.4.3 | Discussed during IRG28, however without context contradicts 王=王=玉 (see examples 001 and 041 in Appendix A). |

Advise that all of them are non-cognate. Because the meaning and pronunciation are different. And this is not as simple as number calculation which can use “equal (=)” to compare with each other.

Point 10

| 275 | 截只 | S.1.4.1 |

Advise that both of them are non-cognate. Word 『识』 is the simplified Chinese character from word 『識』. Sometimes one character can be represented as many different words in the simplified Chinese character. Therefore, suggest that treat this as a special case.
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